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MX GEL Back Performance MX Gel
Back Performance support with Cooling Gel Memory Foams.  

The introduction of gel beads to Back Performance® high-density memory foam adds extra 

layers of support, pressure relief and temperature control to the mattress. Gel, a known 

performance product for individuals with active lifestyles, increases support for the body 

while maintaining the utmost comfort.

Back Performance PS
All the support features of the Back Performance model plus Pocket Spring technology. 

800 tempered-steel coils encased in individual pockets of high-quality, high-density fabric 

deliver long-lasting pressure relief that conforms to the individual contours of your body. The 

coils are pre-loaded for enhanced resilience and are arranged in strands running head-to-

toe for reduced motion transfer and partner disturbance. The advanced foam-encased 

edge design also yields 20% more sleeping surface and greater overall stability and comfort.

 

Back Performance FE
Back Performance with Premium Foam Encasement.  

This support mattress features the advanced, progressive-rate, zoned Back Performance® 

coil design paired with a foam encasement to deliver incredible support, a great seating 

helical wires sewn head-to-foot assure balanced support and minimize motion transfer and 

partner disturbance. 



The Back Performance® collection reflects our belief that a balanced combination of    

 comfort and support delivers the optimum sleep system for an active lifestyle. Advanced coil   

 technologies provide proper posture alignment for a healthy spine while layers of premium zoned foam 

and memory foam respond to the body with pressure-relieving comfort for deep, restorative sleep.

 

Which is more important to a  
 good night’s sleep, comfort or support? 

  Don’t worry, we won’t make you choose. 

Personalized comfort. 
 Our Ergonomic 5 Zone support with high density 

Memory Foam adjusts to individual body weight 
and molds to your unique shape to alleviate 

pressure points that cause tossing and turning. 
Back Performance helps ensure deep, restful 

sleep, night after night. 

Support that lasts. 
The secret of Back Performance’s durable support 

lies in the combination of ergonomic coils that 
respond to every movement and the German-design 

encasement that adds the stability of high-density 
foam support. The result is 20% more sleeping 

area. And because Back Performance is made with 
advanced coil technologies, it will retain its shape and 

integrity longer than other innerspring systems.

Naturally cool. 
Every Back Performance mattress is wrapped  

in a luxurious knit, all-natural FR rayon fiber 
and/or silk/wool blend. 

Cooling Gel Memory Foam. 
Breathable layers of Cooling Gel Memory    

  Foam INCREASE SUPPORT for the body while    
maintaining the utmost level of comfort and a cool  

sleeping temperature.


